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GLASSWARE
History. However brief it may be, no history of glassware
should omit the statement that small glass objects were found in
the tombs of the Pharaohs. Later, Rome became the leader in
making glass. In the thirteenth century Venice was famous for
its handmade glass, and the rest of Europe soon learned from her.
In the United States, glass making, the first industry, was estab-
lished in Jamestown in 1608. Wistar, Stiegel, and Sandwich glass-
ware were the most famous in colonial days. The Sandwich fac-
tory invented pressed glass as a substitute for blown glass.
Manufacture. The quality of glass depends largely upon its
composition and treatment. The principal ingredients are sand,
lime, and some alkali. Lime glass or lime crystal is a dull-finish
glass, which is pressed or molded. Flint glass or crystal is heavier
and more brilliant than lime glass; it is used in making cut glass.
Common or bottle glass is a cheaper grade that breaks more readily
than costly glass. It has such defects as bubbles, lumps, and a
pinkish color from certain chemicals.
Glass may be blown by the breath or by compressed air. It may
be blown in a mold, that is, while it is being blown it is held against
forms that shape it, or it may be pressed in a mold. In making fine
glassware hand processes are still employed. Handmade glass has
the charm of variety, for no two pieces are exactly alike.
Color. Glass can be made almost any color from palest tints
to dark, rich shades. Certain chemicals produce the coloring in
glass: gold and copper oxide make reds, cadmium and uraniums
make yellows, and copper or cobalt oxides make blues. Colored
glassware can be used effectively, producing color contrast for the
table at a minimum cost. Dark blue glass tumblers and salad plates
are attractive with a white, yellow, or red cloth.
Texture. Glassware has developed new textural interest by the
deliberate inclusion of bubbles in the glass, and by extra weight
and thickness. Hob-nailed glassware is an older type with special
texture. See the vases on page 335. Unusual textures should not
be allowed to make a glass difficult to clean or uncomfortable to
handle. Entirely smooth undecorated glassware feels very pleas-
ant to the touch*

